Abstract-This paper considers the conventional eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) based and widely linear (WL) channel estimations to alleviate inherent pilot contamination problems in multi-cell multi-user massive multiple-input multiple-output (MU-Massive-MIMO) systems. Both channel estimation schemes utilize the asymptotic orthogonality between the propagation vectors of different users which would be true only if the number of base station (BS) antennas goes to infinity. However, the limit on the number of BS antennas plus the error on the sample-based covariance matrix of the received signal deteriorate the channel estimate in practice. We derive therefore the closed-form meansquare-error (MSE) of both channel estimates characterizing two aforementioned error sources, which analytically demonstrates that the WL algorithm is superior to the EVD-based one in two folds: it applies more orthogonalized real representations of channel vectors and reduces a typical phase shift in EVD-based estimate to a sign ambiguity. The performance analysis is verified by our numerical results.
I. INTRODUCTION
Based on Marzetta's contribution in [1] , multi-cell multiuser massive multiple-input multiple-output (MU-Massive-MIMO) systems where the base stations (BS) are equipped with a very large number of antennas serving multiple singleantenna users at the same time-frequency resources have attracted significant research interests [2] , [3] . From the ideas in [1] , the channel between a given user and its serving BS tends to become orthogonal to the channel of a randomly selected intra-/inter-cell interfering user as the number of BS antennas increases, which has been shown to be a realistic propagation model under certain circumstances [2] . Given perfect channel state information (CSI) at the BS, it has been proved that both intra-and inter-cell interference can be eliminated by using very simple detection and precoding algorithms [1] , e.g. maximum ratio combining; while the uplink transmit power of users can be reduced inversely proportional to the number of BS antennas without any performance degradation, which leads to an improved energy efficiency [3] .
In practice, however, the CSI at the BS is usually obtained by utilizing the channel reciprocity through uplink pilots under the assumption of time-division duplex. Due to the limited channel coherence time, the use of non-orthogonal pilots among different cells is inevitable, which causes the so-called pilot contamination problem and harms the channel estimate at the BS [4] . As a counteract, an eigenvalue decomposition Part of this work has been performed in the framework of the FP7 project ICT-317669 METIS, which is partly funded by the European Union. The authors would like to acknowledge the contributions of their colleagues in METIS, although the views expressed are those of the authors and do not necessarily represent the project.
(EVD) based channel estimation has been introduced in [5] , which exploits the asymptotic orthogonality between the propagation vectors of different users mentioned above. It requires only a short training sequence within each cell to resolve the phase ambiguity in the channel estimate, thus alleviating the pilot reuse across neighboring cells. Nevertheless, this algorithm is still sensitive to two main errors: (i) the error due to not perfectly orthogonalized channel vectors which results from the limited number of BS antennas; (ii) the error on the sample-based covariance matrix of the received data vector, both of which should be analytically characterized to evaluate their impact on the mean-square-error (MSE) performance.
In this paper, an improved EVD-based channel estimation, i.e. widely linear (WL) algorithm [6] , is investigated in multicell MU-Massive-MIMO systems. By using both the received signal and its complex conjugate, the WL scheme reformulates the channel vectors into their real representations which are more pairwisely orthogonal and reduces the phase ambiguity that is inherent from conventional subspace-based estimations to a sign ambiguity with the same computational complexity. We derive the closed-form MSE of both channel estimates, which provide an insight into the influences of aforementioned two error sources on the estimation algorithms. The superiority of WL estimation on MSE performance is illustrated analytically and verified later by simulations.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND BACKGROUND

A. Uplink of Multi-Cell MU-Massive-MIMO Systems
A multi-cell MU-Massive-MIMO system consists of L cells, where each cell contains K single-antenna users and a BS with M (M K) antennas. The users in the system are allowed to transmit simultaneously to their BSs sharing the same frequency band. As introduced in [1] , the M × K flat-fading channel matrix is
lj ] kk = h ljmk β ljk denotes the propagation coefficient from the k-th user in cell j to the mth BS antenna in cell l. The elements {h ljmk } in H lj are the fast fading coefficients, and {β ljk } from the K × K diagonal matrix D lj represent the real-valued path-loss and large-scale fading which are assumed to be constant and known a priori. The transmitted vector √ p r x j contains the data symbols from K users in cell j (with average uplink transmit power of p r ), and n l ∼ CN (0, I M ) is the additive noise vector. Therefore the received M × 1 vector at BS l is given by − → denote the almost sure convergence and the convergence in distribution, respectively. These properties of random vectors are the basis to perform EVD-based channel estimations in MU-Massive-MIMO systems.
III. MSE PERFORMANCE OF EVD-BASED ESTIMATION
Assuming that x j in (1) contains i.i.d. data samples with zero mean and unit variance, the covariance matrix of the received signal at BS l is given by
To estimate the channel vector from user k to its own BS in cell l, we multiply both sides of (4) with
From the properties in (2) and (3), we have
where the scalar RV w jκ
is a measure of orthogonality between the propagation vectors of different users in the system, hence it can be assumed to be i.i.d. As a result, (5) can be reformulated as
where
In addition, (6) can be further approximated which coincides then with the result in [5] :
This is the ideal case to apply the EVD-based channel estimation, since it explicitly demonstrates that h llk is the eigenvector of R l corresponding to the eigenvalue Mp r β llk + 1.
Moreover, in practice, the true covariance matrix R l is unavailable, thus it can be only approximated with samplebased covariance matrixR l instead:
whereR l R l +R l withR l denoting the error between the true covariance matrix and the sample-based one. N is the number of samples used for the computation 1 . 1 We assume here that the channel is invariable over N samples.
Apply EVD on matrices R l , R l − w jκ h † llk andR l , respectively, we get
where V [U, V n ] is an orthonormal matrix consisting of the eigenvectors of Hermitian matrix R l corresponding to the eigenvalues on the diagonal ofĎ l = diag{[Λ, 
λ ljk +λ ljk on the diagonal ofΛ Λ +Λ which is a submatrix on the upper left corner ofD l corresponds to the (j, k)-th column vector ofÛ; the diagonal elements of D l = diag{[Λ, I M −KL ]} are non-zero eigenvalues, and the (j, k)-th diagonal entry of Λ is λ ljk = Mp r β ljk + 1. (7), the normalized channel vectorḣ llk is given aṡ
where u llk is the eigenvector of R l corresponding to the eigenvalue λ llk = Mp r β llk + 1. In particular, there is a scalar multiplicative ambiguity 2 which is inherent in all subspacebased channel estimations, since if u llk is the desired eigenvector, any scaled version cu llk is again an eigenvector for any c ∈ C. The ambiguity can be simply resolved by using a short non-orthogonal training sequence within each cell, thus reducing pilot contamination among neighboring cells.
In reality, according to (6) and (10),ḣ llk corresponds in fact to u llk − q llk which is the column vector of V − Q corresponding to the eigenvalue λ llk . Replacing u llk withû llk , i.e. the (l, k)-th column vector ofÛ, the channel estimate is then given aŝ
where φ llk restores the phase ambiguity. In particular, q llk andh llk are the error vectors due to limited M andR l which independently deteriorate the EVD-based channel estimate and can be therefore evaluated separately. In the following subsections, we investigate the impact of individual error vector on the MSE performance of the EVD-based estimate in sequence.
A. MSE of EVD-Based Estimate Due to Limited M
In this subsection, we assume that the true covariance matrix R l is available and focus only on the error vector q llk due to limited M . According to (6) and (10), we have
Using the approximation R l u llk λ llk u llk and ignoring the second-order perturbation term w jκ h † llk q llk [7] , (14) becomes
Multiplying both sides of (15) 
It
where (a) is obtained from the approximation
1 under the small perturbation assumption [6] (i.e. q llk is orthogonal of h llk ) and (b) is due to the i.i.d. RV w jκ with a unit variance. It is obvious in (17) that as the number of BS antennas goes to infinity, the MSE tends to be zero.
B. MSE of EVD-Based Estimate Due toR l -Optimal Case
We assume in this subsection that the number of BS antennas is large enough such that the orthogonality between the channel vectors of different users is guaranteed. Under optimal correction of phase ambiguity 3 , (13 3 The MSE in optimal correction case is computed as a reference and used later in the training case.
Analogous to (16), E{h opt llk } 0 holds. The MSE due to sample-basedR l can be given as
where (c) is obtained by computing E{R lḣllkḣ H llkR l } according to the approach for complex system in [8] . 
C. MSE of EVD-Based Estimate Due toR l -Training Case
In practice, the optimal phase correction φ opt llk is never available, thus an estimated phase shift has to be determined through training within each cell. Since orthogonal pilot symbols are not required, the training process of each cell can be coordinated to effectively alleviate pilot contamination among neighboring cells. Assuming that the pilot symbols in K × 1 training vector x l,t have unit norm, the received vector at BS l is given by y l,t = √ p t G ll x l,t + n l,t , where p t is the average training power and n l,t ∼ CN (0, I M ) is the training noise. Using a standard least squares estimation, the estimated phase shift of the k-th channel is given as
where (22) where (e) is approximated according to [6] that the phase error has a Ricean distribution.
IV. MSE PERFORMANCE OF WL ESTIMATION
The WL channel estimation uses the real representations 4 of the received vector and channel matrix in (1), i.e. y l
T of H lj can be seen as a random vector whose real entries are i.i.d. RVs with zero mean and variance of 1 2 . Therefore, in contrast to (4), the covariance matrix of the received vector at BS l in real representation is given by R l E{y l y
Multiplying both sides of (23) with h llk , according to (2) and (3), we obtain
where h † llk is the pseudoinverse of h llk and the error vector
2 ). In the ideal case if the orthogonality between different channel vectors holds, similar to (7), we have
It is obvious in (25) that h llk is the eigenvector of R l corresponding to the eigenvalue Mp r β llk + 1 2 . Nevertheless, in addition to the imperfect orthogonality between the propagation vectors, the sample-based covariance matrix, i.e.R l
T , also affects the WL estimation. As discussed in section III, let the eigenvectors of matrices R l , R l − w jκ h † llk andR l corresponding to the eigenvalues Mp rβllk + and Mp rβllk + 1 2 be u llk , u llk − q llk andû llk , respectively. As M, N → ∞, we obtainR l → R l ,û llk → u llk , β llk ,β llk → β llk and w jκ h † llk , q llk → 0, referring to (25), the normalized channel vector in real representation iṡ
where sgn{·} denotes the sign function and cosθ llk ∈ {−1, 1}. Compared with (12), there is only a sign ambiguity left in (26) which can be easily estimated through pilot symbols. However, if two sources of errors mentioned above are taken into account, the WL channel estimate cannot avoid degradation and is thus given aŝ
where q llk is due to limited M ,h llk is from sample-based covariance matrixR l and sgn{cosφ llk } is the sign correction that resolves the ambiguity. In the next subsections, we separately investigate the MSE of WL channel estimate resulting from individual error sources.
A. MSE of WL Estimate Due to Limited M
We assume in this subsection that BS l has the true covariance matrix of the received signal, therefore the only error that deteriorates the WL channel estimate of the k-th user is q llk . Under the small perturbation assumption, error vector q llk can be treated as orthogonal to the true channel h llk . Following the derivations in (14)-(16), we get
As E{q llk } = 0 holds for a given channel realization, we
. Conditioned on h ljκ , the randomness of β ljκwjκ h ljκ results fromw jκ with a variance of 1 2 . Therefore, the MSE of WL channel estimate due to limited M is given as 
B. MSE of WL Estimate Due toR l -Optimal Case
Under the assumption that the channel vectors of different users are orthogonal, the error of the WL channel estimate is exclusively from using the sample-based covariance matrixR l . In optimal sign correction, (27) 
For a given channel realization, we have E{h opt llk } 0. As a result, the MSE of WL channel estimate due toR l under optimal sign correction is given by
where (g) is obtained by calculating E{R lḣllkḣ T llkRl } for the case of real system [8] . The MSE in (31) coincides unsurprisingly with (20) for large M , as both channel estimates utilize the sample-based covariance matrix which is the only source of error under optimal phase/sign correction.
C. MSE of WL Estimate Due toR l -Training Case
In a more practical case, we have to estimate the sign correction based on a training process within each cell. We transmit the same pilot symbols x l,t and perform the least squares estimation as introduced in subsection III-C, in contrast to (21) 
where Q(·) denotes the Gaussian Q-function.
Remark 2. The inequality Q{x} < 
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
We consider a multi-cell MU-Massive-MIMO system of L = 3 cells and K = 3 users in each cell. All users transmit BPSK data samples in the same time-frequency to the BSs. We focus on the MSE performance of the 1-st user in cell 1 for both channel estimations in training case. As shown in Fig. 1 , for fixed N the simulated and computed MSE of both channel estimates decrease drastically when M grows from 100 to 300 indicating that the imperfect orthogonality between the channel vectors is the main factor which limits the MSE performance in finite M regime; while for fixed M , the MSE of both estimates become smaller as N increases which reflects exactly the impact of using sample-based covariance matrix. As M, N → ∞, the numerical outcomes converge as expected to the analytical results. Moreover, there is a prominent MSE gain in the WL estimation comparing to the EVD-based one throughout the simulation, which verifies the advantage of WL method. 
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper analyzed the MSE performance of the conventional EVD-based and WL channel estimations in multicell MU-Massive-MIMO systems. The closed-form MSE characterized two main sources of errors affecting both channel estimates, and quantitatively demonstrated the superiority of the WL algorithm. In regard to the error from the propagation vectors between different users not being perfectly orthogonal, the WL approach makes the augmented channel vectors more orthogonalized, hence decreases the corresponding MSE to one half of the EVD-based one. On the other hand, the WL scheme uses real representation of the received vectors to reduce the inherent phase ambiguity to a sign ambiguity which is much easier to estimate based on the same training process, thus resulting in a smaller MSE. The WL channel estimate should be therefore preferred in MU-Massive-MIMO systems.
